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Course Content
The International Yacht Training (IYT) Yacht Master Coastal Certificate is a fourteen-day
course aimed at candidates who have completed the IYT Bareboat Skipper course and
have a good understanding of sailing/boat handling, nautical terminology and safety at
sea. To qualify for the course students must have accrued 30 days and 800 miles at sea
including two days as Watchleader/skipper and 12 hours underway on watch at night.
The aim of the course is to increase the candidates’ nautical knowledge to competently
take command of a vessel up to 24 metres in length up to 60 nm offshore in moderate
wind and sea conditions, day and night. Upon completion the students may be eligible to
undertake the IYT Yacht Master Offshore Certificate providing they meet the YMO prerequisite requirements.
Tuition is provided by experienced and highly skilled IYT Instructors using a combination
of practical instruction and theoretical teaching. Student learning is enhanced using a
variety of handouts and teaching aids with correct student/instructor ratios.

Theory Topics
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chart-work instruments
Charts, latitude and longitude
Distance, speed and time, direction
The magnetic compass
Position fixing, dead reckoning and estimated position
Chartwork, plotting and ship’s log
Tides and current
Course to steer to counteract a current
Pilotage and passage planning
Meteorology
Electronic navigation aids
IRPCS (Collision regulations)
VHF
Safety at sea
Survival at sea
Anchors and anchoring
Checklists and preparation for sea

Practical Topics
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Seamanship, boat handling and maneuvering
Responsibility of the captain
Navigation
Meteorology
Collision regulations
Delegation to crew and safety aboard vessel
Boat Handling – In Marina, Light Winds, Strong Winds. Under Sail/Motor, Night
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Operational Checklist
At Sail in Asia our crew members conduct daily vessel checks to ensure ongoing vessel
reliability and safety. In addition, crews will implement a comprehensive checklist when
undertaking voyages of any duration.
As a Yacht Master (in training) you should implement the operational process below to
ensure safe use of the vessel. Familiarise yourself with the vessel and her equipment. Sail
in Asia has provided you with the following checklist to ensure this is possible.

1. As Skipper you must complete the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Preparing a Passage Plan (if appropriate)
Obtain an up to the minute Weather Forecast
Navigation Equipment (Charts etc)
Safety Equipment Checked - Location of all safety equipment
Complete pre-departure process (Customs and Immigration)

2. Pre Departure Check Lists (Skipper and Navigator)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Above Deck
Below Deck
Engine and Starting
Generator Checks
VHF Radio Check
Rig Checks
Safety checks for the vessel

3. The Crew Briefing
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Personal Safety briefing
Boat Safety Plan
Action to be taken in an emergency
How to stop and start the engine
Location of sea cocks
Fire Brief
Action to take in a MOB situation
How to use the heads
Where VHF is and how to use it.
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Operational Checklist
Pre-Departure Checks
Conduct all checks before departure.
Above Deck Checks:
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

Sails and spars
Rigging
Winches and handles
Blocks and running gear
Clutches and cleats
Guardrails
Jack stays
Tiller and extension
Sheets, lines and halyards

O
O
O
O

MOB life ring with light
Anchor and anchor winch
Engine throttle control lever
Life-raft attached correctly

Below Deck Checks:
O Batteries (electrolyte level, terminals and voltage)
O Bilge (Ensure dry) Check Bilge pumps and float switches
O Safety equipment (lifejackets, harness lines, first aid, fire extinguisher, flares, Vhf,
Navigation equipment, spare anchor, spare lines, fenders, tools and spare parts,
EPIRB, SART, torches, fog horn, bungs, bucket, day shapes.
O Ensure everything stowed safely ready for going to sea
O Hatches are closed and secure
O Engine and gearbox (See below for checks)
O Electronics (GPS- chart plotter, VHF, nav lights, radar AIS, bilge pumps, water
pump, Instruments)
O Heads
O Galley equipment and cooker
O Sea cocks and hoses
O Fresh Water tanks and fuel tank levels
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Operational Checklist
Engine checks:
O Batteries (electrolyte level, terminals, wiring and voltage)
O Engine Mounting is secure
O Engine bilge is dry from oil and water
O Belts are tight and free from damage
O All Hoses in good condition and securely fastened
O All electrical connections are clean and secure
O Fresh water header tank is topped up with coolant.
O Engine oil and gearbox oil level is correct and oil is not black
O Raw water seacock is open and hoses secure
O Fuel tank filled and fuel valve open
O Primary Fuel filter/Water strainer doesn’t have water at bottom.
O Engine housing for damage
Engine and Generator start procedure:
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

Observe for obstructions around stern of vessel
Throttle lever in Neutral
Turn on ignition
Start with key or button
Ensure cooling water and exhaust gases are being expelled at stern
Observe electronics panel for warning lights or alarms
Check ahead and astern gears
Leave engine to warm up
Check for leaks on all cooling, fuel, oil and exhaust system

Provisioning check:
O
O
O
O
O

Water and drinks
Food and snacks. Enough for 100% of Passage + 20%
Grab bag prepared
Medical supplies
Adequate clothing for any weather conditions
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Operational Checklist
Before leaving port, remember:
O
O
O
O
O

Weather Forecast and tidal information
Crew List and relevant documents
Passage Plan
Contact relevant authorities (Harbour master, Immigration, Customs)
Leave information ashore

When returning to port, remember:
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

Boat correctly moored and fendered
Fuel and water tanks refilled
Rinse boat with fresh water
Sails dried and stowed
Safety equipment dried and stowed
Tidy all lines, sheets and halyards
All electrics turned off and batteries off (Cover instruments)
Check no water in the bilge
Check seacocks closed
Check fuel system and turn off fuel valve
Fridge left open to air
Lock hatches and washboard
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Charts and Chartwork
Chart Symbols
All Charts contain symbols that are internationally
standardized. Though you should be familiar with
commonly used symbols and light signatures, the sheer
number of symbols makes it impossible to remember them
all. The 5011 Chart Symbols and Abbreviations is one
of the most important documents a navigator has. It is
used to decipher the various symbols found on a nautical
chart. It is also available as an App for phone or tablet
for a fee (see QR code below).

Chart Datum
Chart Datum is the reference point for all
depths on a chart. It can be the lowest
astronomical tide on record – the
theoretical minimum. On some charts
however, it is the mean lowest low tide –
the average of the lower of the two low
tides in a day. As this is not the theoretical
minimum, it is important to know what your
chart datum is set to, to avoid running
aground.
On a chart, the zero contour line is the line
between green and dark blue.
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Charts and Chartwork
Chart Projection
Projections are a means of representing a 3D object on a 2D surface.

Mercator Projections
Project light from the center of a sphere onto a cone
Most commonly used with large scale maps
Advantage is a straight line will always be at the same heading
Disadvantage – A straight line may not be the shortest route over long distances and as
you near the poles
Transverse for long coastlines North to South

Gnomonic Projections
Light is projected through the globe onto the chart at the pole.
Gnomonic projections give the shortest routes
Used for long ocean voyages
A straight line on this type of chart is the shortest distance and approximates a great
circle route

Horizontal Datums
Over time cartographers have been busy producing their own charts. This has made any
type of conformity very difficult and hundreds of datum points are in existence. The
standard datum WGS 84 was finally adopted and all UKHO and Imray charts now use
this datum (or one that is compatible).
Check charts when taking over a vessel and if necessary make the appropriate
adjustments on the GPS for the chart.
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Charts and Chartwork
The Compass Rose
The compass rose tells us the difference between True North and Magnetic North for each
chart.

TRUE North (Outer)

MAGNETIC North (Inner)

In 2009 the difference
was 4º 15’W.
For every year since
2009 Magnetic North
has moved 8’E.
Magnetic Variation
The difference between True North and Magnetic North is called Variation.

The origin of Magnetic North is moving all
the time. The location of True North remains
the same: the North Pole.
We must factor this VARIATION into our
navigational calculations in order to be
accurate.

Charts
10

CHARTS and Chartwork
The Log
The word Log has two distinct meanings that can sometimes cause confusion:
The Ship’s Log is a written record of the ship’s journey and the details of its route,
updated hourly. As shown below.

The Electronic Log is an electronic device installed in the ship to measure speed and
depth.
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Charts AND CHARTWORK
Dead Reckoning
In navigation, Dead Reckoning is the process of calculating your current position by
using a previously determined position, and advancing that position based upon your
speed over time (from the Log) and course (from the Compass).

DR
11:30
207.5nm

7.5nm

Fix
10:30
200nm

This is
our last
known
position
on the

T
030º

We plot
our course
using a
Bretton
plotter.

We mark
off the
distance
using the
dividers.

However, if the first fix is inaccurate, the new DR will also be inaccurate. It also
ignores the effect of the tide. For this reason to gain a more accurate fix we use what
is known as an Estimated Position.
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Charts and Chartwork
Estimated Positions (EPs) take Dead Reckonings (DRs) and improve their accuracy by
including the effect of the tide on the yacht.

Add vector
to show the
flow of
tide.

Start with the DR
7.5nm

Fix
10:30
200nm

Next, draw in your ground track, the
actual route your yacht took over the hour.
Always mark an EP inside a triangle, giving
Log reading time and distance.

EP
11:30
209nm

Ensure you correctly label the EP and give all the required information.
• 1 arrow for the Water Track

• 2 arrows for the Ground Track

• 3 arrows for the Tidal Stream
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Position Fixing
A prudent navigator takes every opportunity to find his position and plot it on the chart.
Even with the advent of modern electronic navigation aids, a regular check by traditional
methods should always be made.

A Quick Reminder
Variation and deviation effect steering compasses. Handheld bearing compasses are only
subject to variation.

Converting
Use these mnemonics to convert compass to true and vice versa.
CADET = From COMPASS à TRUE we ADD EAST (or – West)
TAWC = From TRUE à COMPASS we ADD WEST (or – East)

Methods of Position Fixing
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q

Line of Position
Depth and Bearing
2 Point Fix
3 Point Fix
Dead Reckoning
Estimated Position
Estimated Position with Leeway
GPS Fix
RADAR Fix
Plotters and Overlay Radar
Buoy (IALA)

The accuracy of your FIX
increases as we move down the
list. As Coastal Yachtmasters
we are expected to use a
range of these methods to
establish our location.
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Position Fixing
Fix with Bearing and Sounding
Another way we can confirm our position is with some degree of accuracy is by using our
depth sounder

1415 Lighthouse at 045ºT
Depth 20m

Take a bearing on an object, and use the depth contours on the chart to confirm your
location.

Transit

Nearing the TRANSIT.
Turn to STARBOARD.

On the TRANSIT. LINE
OF POSITION
confirmed.

Nearing the TRANSIT.
Turn to PORT.
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Position Fixing
Transit and Bearing
We can combine a TRANSIT with a LINE OF POSITION to improve its accuracy.

FIX
1430
203NM

Step 1:
Keep the mountain and lighthouse in transit.
Draw this line on the chart.
Step 2:
Add another bearing using the East Cardinal mark, giving you your location along the
transit line.

Line of Position
A Line of Position involves taking one fix on a stationary object.

When the lighthouse is on bearing 025º, you are somewhere along
that bearing.
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Position Fixing
Three Point Fix
A Line of Position doesn’t give our exact position, just our position on a line. So we take
three bearings to improve our accuracy.

This is called a Three Point Fix
Our Three Point Fix may not always be entirely accurate. This can be caused by
inaccurate readings on the compass, or taking too long to sight your bearings. If it isn’t
accurate we will end up with a triangle where our lines of sight meet. This is called a
cocked hat.

As we are unsure of our exact location, we plot our position at the closest point to
danger.
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Position Fixing
Running Fix
A running fix, employed when only one object for a fix is visible, is obtained from two
separate bearings taken of the same object, combined with the direction and distance
travelled by the vessel.
Step 1: Take a bearing on an object.
Step 2: Plot your heading on the chart. It doesn’t matter where you place this line along
the bearing.

5
04

ºT
090ºT

1030
150NM

Step 3: One hour later, take a second bearing on the lighthouse. Mark this bearing on the
chart
Step 4: Using the dividers, measure the distance you have travelled, deduced by boats
speed and the time between the two bearings. In this example, the yacht has been
travelling at 5 knots for 1 hour, therefore covering 5NM between the two bearings.

5
04

ºT
090ºT

1030
150NM

1130
155NM

5NM

Step 5: Redraw first bearing from the end of the dividers and mark your time, location
and log on the chart.
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Tides
Tides are the movement of water around the coast caused by the gravitational effect of
the Moon, and to a lesser extent the Sun.
Spring tides are especially strong tides (they do not
have anything to do with the season Spring). They
occur when the Earth, the Sun, and the Moon are in a
line and therefore the gravitational forces of the
Moon and the Sun both contribute to the tides [Fig. 1].
Spring tides occur during the full moon and the new
moon. They result in a very high tide and a very low
tide and therefore have a large tidal range [Fig. 3].

Fig. 1

Neap tides are especially weak tides. They occur
when the gravitational forces of the Moon and the Sun
are perpendicular to one another (with respect to the
Earth), and are working in different directions [Fig. 2].
Neap tides occur during quarter moons. They result in
low high tides and high low tides and therefore a
small tidal range [Fig. 4].
Fig. 2

Figures 3 and 4 give an indictation of the difference between the tidal range of a spring
tide and the tidal range of a neap tide.
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Tidal Heights

The Tide Table
Tide Tables are produced by the maritime authority in each country. They give us
information on the following:

Time in hours
Tidal Height in metres
Days of the Month
Moon Phase
The Standard Port to
which the information
refers.
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Tidal Heights
Tidal Bell Curve
The tidal bell curve allows you to figure out how much tide there will be at a certain time.
This is useful when passage planning when the harbor or anchorage you are planning to
enter has tides that are lower than your draft.
1. The nautical almanac tells Us HW Is 4.3m and LW Is 0.4m.
2. The range Is 4.3m - 0.4m = 3.9m on a spring tide
3. As the range is 3.9* we should use the spring range line of the bell curve. (If

our range was for example 0.7 we would use the neap range line as this is
closer to 0.3)
4. Your yacht needs 2.5m depth to clear a sand bar. What time will this be?
Range
*Spring 4.5m
Neap 2.3m

Use the SPRING TIDE
curve.

0910

Put in the time of HW and the 6
hours before and after on the
chart.

0430 0530 0630 0730 0830 0930 1030 1130 1230 1330 1430 1530 1630 1730 1830
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Tidal Streams
As the tide flows in (flood) or flows out (ebb), it can affect the position, direction and
speed of a sailing boat. Understanding tide also means understanding this tidal stream.
The tidal stream can help you forward [Fig.1], slow you down [Fig. 2] or cause you to
deviate from your set course. If you are fighting the tide you may appear to be sailing
forward, but actually you may not be moving or may even be moving backwards!
Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Boat Speed: 6 knots

Boat Speed: 6 knots

Tidal Stream: 3 knots

Tidal Stream: 3 knots

Speed over Ground: 9 knots

Speed over Ground: 3 knots

When sailing across the tide the helmsman needs to compensate for the effect it will have
on the boat. In the example below, if the boat wishes to arrive at Point B, it must sail for
Point A. If it does not, it will end up at Point C.

Tidal Stream
A

B

C

7
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Tidal Streams
Tidal Vectors
Nautical charts in Thailand give the tidal information using Tidal Vectors. They tell us the
direction (Set) and the speed (Rate) of the tide in a given area on the chart.
The arrow with the fletching indicates
the Flood tide.
The arrow without the fletching
indicates the Ebb tide.
N.B. The Rates indicated on tidal
vectors only refer to the third hour
of a Spring Tide. If you want a
different hour or a Neap tide you
must adjust accordingly.

ts
k
3
2.
1.6kts

Tidal Diamonds
Nautical charts produced in England and across Europe give the tidal information using
Tidal Diamonds.
All tides refer to a Standard Port (eg. Dover)

They refer to a specific point
on the chart, indicated by a
letter [F] and the LAT. and
LONG.
The first column gives us the
SET.

The second column gives us
the RATE in a SPRING TIDE.

The third column gives us the
RATE in a NEAP TIDE.
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Tidal Streams
Tidal Stream Atlas
A Tidal Stream Atlas gives us the rate and set of the tide for a given area at various
hours before and after Highwater. They refer to a Standard Port. In this case, Dover.
In the example below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The tidal stream depicted is in the 4th hour before Highwater
The direction of the arrows gives us the set (the direction of the flow)
The numbers give us the rate (the speed) for example 09,17
The 09 refers to neap tides
At -4HW on a ‘neap’, the tide flows at 0.9kts.
The 17 refers to spring tides.
At -4HW on a ‘spring’, the tide flows at 1.7kts.
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Tidal Stream
Tidal Gates
A tidal gate is an area of coastal water where the tidal stream is significant. This makes
progress in a given direction difficult or impossible at specific times. A good navigator
will always plan to arrive before the tide changes (the gate closes).

Races, Rips and Overfalls
When the tide is forced around any headland, over shallows or where a channel is
constricted, it often produces a tidal race which can cause overfalls.
Most charts mark dangerous overfalls and tide rips with a series of wavy lines and a note
describing at what state of the tide they are most dangerous.
Often the dangerous area will be in one position on the flood tide and in another on the
ebb.
The overfalls often occur as the fast tide flows over an uneven seabed causing turbulence
and upwelling down tide.
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Secondary Ports
Standard Ports have their tidal information published in Almanacs and Tide Tables. We
can plot this information on a bell curve and derive the time and height of high water.
However, Secondary Ports do not have this information available. Instead, they give their
information relative to the standard port.
Therefore, we need two sets of information:

TIME
If HW in Plymouth (Standard Port)
is at 1357, what time is it in
Torquay (Secondary Port)?

HEIGHT
If HW in Plymouth (Standard Port) is
2.5m, how high is it in Torquay
(Secondary Port)?

+/– minutes

+/– metres

Tidal Heights and Times
A yacht wishes to enter Torquay for a late lunch on 14th February. The skipper needs to
determine the differences in TIME and HEIGHT in Torquay. Using the almanac we need to
find the following information:

Standard Port
Tidal Information
HW
LW
HW
LW

Plymouth
4.5m 0105
2.2m 0740
4.5m 1357
2.1m 2021

Standard/Secondary Port
Time Differences

Standard/Secondary Port
Height Differences

Plymouth
HW 4.5m0005
LW 2.2m0640
HW 4.5m1242

Plymouth
HW 4.5m0005
LW 2.2m0640
HW 4.5m1242

The yacht wants to arrive for lunch. At 1300 there is a +25min difference between
Plymouth and Torquay. At 1800 there is a +45min difference between Plymouth and
Torquay. Next, we build a timeline. We know the time difference for 1300 and 1800, so
we INTERPOLATE for the other hours.
Time
Difference
in Torquay

1300
+0025

1400
+0029

1500
+0033

1600
+0037

1700
+0041

1800
+0045

We already know that HW in Plymouth is at 1357. Therefore, HW in Torquay is
approximately 29 minutes later: 1426.
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Secondary Ports
Time Lines
Now we know the HW time for our Secondary Port, we can put it on our bell curve below
our Standard Port times.
Standard Port Timeline
0757 0857 0957 1057 1157 1257 1357 1457 1557 1657 1757 1857 1957

Secondary Port Timeline
1226 1326 1426 1526 1626 1726 1826 1926 2026

Next we need to know the height difference:

High Water Height Differences
STEP 1: Use the table to
find the height difference
between the standard and
secondary ports.

Standard
Port

Secondary Port
Difference

STEP 2: Start with the HW
difference. Plot the MHWS
and MHWN on the upper
axis (5.5m and 4.4m).
Plot the two SECONDARY
PORT differences on the
lower axis (-0.6m and 0.7m).

STEP 3: HW at Plymouth is
4.5m. To calculate the
secondary port, subtract
0.7m.
4.5m – 0.7m = 3.8m HW
at Torquay

5.5
5.0

HW

4.5
4.4
- 0.7

- 0.65

- 0.6

Plymouth
HW
LW
HW
LW

4.5m
2.2m
4.5m
2.1m

0105
0740
1357
2021
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Secondary Ports
Low Water Height Differences
STEP 4: Again, use the
table to find the height
difference between the
standard and secondary
ports.

STEP 5:
Plot the MLWS and MLWN on
the upper axis (2.2m and
0.8m).
Plot the two SECONDARY
port differences on the lower
axis (-0.1m and -0.2m).

Standard
Port

Secondary Port
Difference

2.1

2.2

1.5

LW
0.8
- 0.1

STEP 6: LW at Plymouth
is 2.1m. To calculate the
secondary port, subtract
0.2m.
2.1m – 0.2m = 1.9m LW
at Torquay

- 0.15

- 0.2

Plymouth
HW
LW
HW
LW

4.5m
2.2m
4.5m
2.1m

0105
0740
1357
2021

Now that we know the TIME difference and the HEIGHT differences we are ready to plot
them on the Bell Curve.

TIME
If HW in Plymouth (Standard Port)
is at 1357, what time is it in
Torquay (Secondary Port)?

HEIGHT
If HW in Plymouth (Standard Port) is
2.5m, how high is it in Torquay
(Secondary Port)?

Answer: 1426

HW=3.8m LW=1.9m
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Secondary Ports
Bell Curve

1.9

3.8

2.1
0657 0757

0926

0857

1026

0957

1126

1057

1226

1157

1326

1257

1426

1357

1526

1457

1626

1557

1726

1657

1826

1757

1926

1857

2026

1957

2126

2057

4.5

0726 0826

Standard Port
Secondary Port
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EP with Leeway
What is leeway?
Leeway is the sideways effect of the wind on the yacht. As navigators we must factor this effect
into our calculations and chartwork. The amount of sideways slippage will depend on the keel
shape of the yacht you are sailing.

Centerline
Ballast Keel

Bilge Keel

Fin Keel

Fin-andBulb Keel

A longer keel yacht will only slip 5-10º, whilst a bilge keel yacht can slip up to 20º.
We must factor in the effect of leeway into our navigation but we do not plot Leeway on
the chart:

WIND
070º
g
n
i
d
Hea

ED
PLOTT
T
O
(T) N

º (T)
0
7
0
ing
Head
)
Water Track 075º (T
Leeway +5º

WATER TRACK = Heading + or – LEEWAY
Water Track is plotted on the chart not Heading!
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EP with Leeway
Before we draw the first line of our EP (the WATER TRACK), we factor in the effect of
leeway.
For example, if the wind is blowing from the NE at 15kts, we adjust our WATER TRACK
by adding 5º.
Only once we have made this adjustment do we plot our WATER TRACK on the chart.

Start with
the WATER
TRACK +
LEEWAY

Fix
10:30
200nm

WIND

(Inc
075º

lud

Finally, draw in
your GROUND
TRACK.

DR
11:30
208nm

AY)
W
E
E
5º L
+
g
n
i

Add the
TIDAL
STREAM.

Always mark an
EP inside a
triangle, giving
both time and
LOG reading.

EP
11:30
209nm

EP
11:30
209nm

FIX
10:30
200nm
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Course to Steer
As Yachtmasters we will be expected to plan our route ahead of time, calculating the
effect of tide before we have sailed the leg, rather than after.
To do this we calculate a Course to Steer.
This navigational method compensates for the effect of tide prior to sailing the leg, and is
therefore a safer and more accurate practice
Estimated Positions tell us where we
were and where we are now.

Course to Steer tells us where we
want to go and where we will be.

1. First, draw your GROUND TRACK, extending the line
past your destination.
Tidal Steam
150ºT 1.5kts

2. Next, lay off your TIDAL STREAM using the plotters for
the SET (150ºT) and the dividers for the RATE (1.5NM
for the 1 hour leg).

Fix

10:30
200nm

3. Next, use the DIVIDERS to measure one hour’s journey.
At 5kts this will be 5NM. Mark this from the end of the water track to the point
where it crosses your ground track. This is your water track.

4. Measure the angle of your water track. If you steer this course, you will travel
along the ground track. This is your Course to Steer (CTS).
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Course to Steer
Fix
10:30
200nm

055

º

5. However, in 1 hour you will have passed your target. We have to calculate how
long it will take to get to the South Cardinal.

Fix
10:30
200nm

055

º

Distance to Destination: 4.5NM
Speed Over the Ground (SOG):
5.7NM

x y

Duration of Passage = ( ÷ ) X 60
(4.5 ÷ 5.7) X 60 = 47 minutes

10:30 + 47mins = 11:17 Estimated Time of Arrival
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Course to Steer
Course to steer can be use for more than one hour of sailing.

Method 1 – Tides together
Step 1- Draw Ground track to desired destination. Calculate roughly how many hours it
will take based on boat speed and the distance.

Fix

10:30
200nm
Step 2- If you estimate the trip to take roughly three hours calculate the tidal information
from the chart for three hours and add to the start position

Distance to Destination: 15 NM

Distance ÷ Speed
Therefore 15NM ÷ 5.6 =
2.67hours x 60
2 hours 40 minutes

Fix

10:30
200nm

5k t

sx

o
3H

u rs

M
5N
1
=

Speed Over the Ground (SOG): 17NM
17NM ÷ 3 hours = 5.6 kts per hour
Step 3- Using your boat speed (5kts) apply 3 hours of sailing from the end of the tidal
streams. As the tide pushed the vessel we travelled past our destination in 3 hours.
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Course to Steer
Method 2 – Hour by Hour

First Hour
11.30

Second Hour
12.30

Third Hour
13.30

The Navigator
A good navigator will record details of CTS in the ships log for the duration of a voyage.
This information ensures that all crew are aware of the vessels course and position.
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IALA Buoyage and Pilotage
Established in 1957, IALA (International Association of Marine Aids and Lighthouse
Authorities) is a non-profit international technical association. IALA provides nautical
expertise and advice. There are two IALA systems based on geographical location. Sail in
Asia teaches IALA System A which applies to Region A.

Region A
Europe, Australia, New Zealand, Africa, the Gulf and the Asian countries.

Region B
The whole of the Americas, Japan, South Korea and the Philippines.

Lateral Marks
When entering a port or harbour, the LATERAL MARKS ensure you stay in the required
channel.

System A
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IALA Buoyage and Pilotage
IALA System A:
The IALA System A is to be found in N America and S America with some exceptions in the
rest of the world. (S Korea, Japan and the Philipines). You will be expected to identify,
understand and respond to buoyage that you see.
•
•
•

What marks can you identify in the image?
Is your route safe?
What decisions must you make?

Preferred Channel Marks: On entering an anchorage, port, harbour or bay there may be
more than one route the watchkeeper or skipper can take. IALA have developed
Preferred Channel Markers to indicate the preferred route into the anchorage.
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IALA Buoyage and Pilotage
IALA Buoyage System A on Charts
IALA buoys and marks can be found on nautical charts. They will be labeled with either
their light sequence, sound sequence, colour or shape.
Lights
Fl(3)WRG.15s21m15M
• Flashing groups of 3
• White / Red / Green
sectored
• 15 second period
• 21 metres high
• 15 mile nominal visibility

Colours and Shapes

Black/Green
Other Colours

Sounds
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IALA Buoyage and Pilotage
Established in 1957, IALA (International Association of Marine Aids and Lighthouse
Authorities) is a non-profit international technical association. IALA provides nautical
expertise and advice. There are two IALA systems based on geographical location. Sail in
Asia teaches IALA System A which applies to Region A.

Region A
Europe, Australia, New Zealand, Africa, the Gulf and the Asian countries.

Region B
The whole of the Americas, Japan, South Korea and the Philippines.

Lateral Marks
When entering a port or harbour, the LATERAL MARKS ensure you stay in the required
channel.

System B
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IALA Buoyage and Pilotage
IALA System B:
The IALA System B is to be found in N America and S America with some exceptions in the
rest of the world. (S Korea, Japan and the Philipines)
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IALA Buoyage and Pilotage
Other Marks are common to both IALA System A and B

Special Mark

Isolated Danger

Safe Water Mark

Emergency Wreck

Cardinal Marks
Indicate the direction in which a particular danger lies, and the side on which it is safe to
pass.
For Example: A North cardinal lies to the north of the danger, and the clear water is to
the north of the buoy.

Passage Planning & Pilotage
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Planning Your Passage
A passage plan is very similar to a pilotage plan, but on a much greater scale and over
a longer period of time; the pilotage comes at the start and finish of the passage. Preplanning is vital if the crew is to work a sensible watch system, get enough food and rest
and arrive safe and sound.
APPRAISAL
Creating a detailed mental and chart-based model of how the voyage will
proceed. Gather and consider all relevant information: charts, weather, tides,
almanacs etc.
PLANNING
Produce a detailed plan of your route on your chart, plotter or iPad, factoring in
the weather, tides, buoyage, pilotage and Plan B. Communicate this to your team.
EXECUTION
It is the Skippers responsibility to treat the plan as a “Living Document’’. Delegate
roles to the crew and execute the intended plan accordingly.
MONITORING
Regular checks and monitoring of the progress of the vessel along its planned
route. DRs, EPs, Ship’s Log, fixes, updating the chart. All crew must be able to
confirm their location.
A good passage plan gives a detailed description of the vessel’s intended passage from
START to FINISH.
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Passage Planning & Pilotage
Planning Your Passage
APPRAISAL

PLANNING

As Bareboat Skippers it is your legal and moral obligation to plan your passage well in
advance. A good skipper should:
ü Organize crew – How many, how experienced, strengths and weakness?
ü Study the weather – Seasonal changes, what is to be expected?
ü Navigation Equipment – Charts, Navionics, pilot books, almanacs, tidal atlases.
ü Plan B – A second option in the event of an emergency.
ü Victualing – Organize sufficient food and provisions for the crew and the length
of trip.
ü Boat Checks – Ensure the boat is in good working order and that you carry spares.
ü Communications – Internet, radio, EPIRB, SART, VHF, mobile phones, batteries.
ü Dangers – Be aware of potential threats to the boat.

Routing and Pilotage Plans
EXECUTION
Step 1 - How long the passage is and what time do you ideally want to arrive?
Tidal heights and streams, marina sills, bridge heights, weather and sandbank heights
may determine your ‘arrival window’.
A pilot plan of the arrival harbour with all these factors considered is your first priority.
Step 2 - The Passage outline should be prepared on either an iPad/Tablet or Chart
software with routing detail then transferred to a chart. Don’t forget PLAN B. Copy the
plan to a notebook so you have a fall back in case of power failure or system crash.
Step 3 - Construct a PILOTAGE PLAN for your departure. All the notes of the passage can
be sketched in a notebook and Plan B or C added. Contingencies are an important part
of this planning
Step 4 - The passage plan on page 34 of the Reeds Almanac is ideal for helping you to
consider all the factors involved in a good plan as is the one already provided.
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Passage Planning & Pilotage
Routing and Pilotage Plans
EXECUTION
There are 4 ways we can plan our approach to a harbour:
1) Use a ‘chartlet’ with a labeled route.
2) Make a sketch of the harbour for your approach.
3) Use a notepad and give details of distance and bearing between buoys.
4) Navionics route plan.
1. Using a Chartlet for Pilotage &
Harbour Approach
• Plot your bearings and
distances on the chartlet.
• Note Harbour Master VHF
Ch:14 – wait outside harbour
for permission to enter.
• Stay South of the Main
Channel.
• Follow Recommended Yacht
Route.

2. Using a Sketch for Pilotage and
Harbour Approach
• Include all relevant bouys,
depths and marks.
• Include the Marina VHF
Channel.
• Make it clear and accurate
enough to use!
• Follow Recommended Yacht
Route.
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Passage Planning & Pilotage
Routing and Pilotage Plans
EXECUTION
3. Using a Notebook for Pilotage
• Each leg has one page.

• Include the bearing and
distance from one mark to
another.
• Identify dangers or
significant landmarks.
• Use your LOG on each leg
to confirm distance.

4. Using Navionics for Pilotage
• Plot your marks and start your
route.
• Call the Harbour Master at
Waypoint 3.
• Be aware of large ships!
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Passage Planning & Pilotage
Course Shaping

EXECUTION

Use the following methods and techniques to help you plan a safe harbour approach.
When entering or leaving a PORT or HARBOUR, the tide may alter your course. Use a
TRANSIT to ensure you stay on course.
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Passage Planning & Pilotage
Harbour Approach

EXECUTION

If the wind is coming from the harbour, it will be necessary to TACK into the
anchorage. In this case, use CLEARING LINES to ensure you don’t deviate course.

Clearing Bearings

EXECUTION

If there are HAZARDS either side of a channel entrance, take CLEARING BEARINGS to
avoid crossing into their path. Stay within these constraints to avoid the dangers.
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Passage Planning & Pilotage
Leading Lines & Lights

EXECUTION

LEADING LINES & LIGHTS are a transit that will lead the vessel through hazards to
safety. The bearing 192ºT passes between the rocks and onto a safer route.

POSITION LINES can be used in conjunction with LEADING LIGHTS to ensure a safer
approach.
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Passage Planning & Pilotage
Navionics

EXECUTION

Meteorology
Navionics Chart Plotter
Software
If you have an electronic Tablet, Smart Phone or iPad you will be able to download an App that has
tremendous power for navigation, weather information, tidal information and route planning. This App is
called Navionics.
In the photo above you can see a route plan of a yacht which wishes to leave Ao Yon Bay and travel to
the Phuket Harbour Basin. Each leg of the journey has a bearing (heading) and Distance. The total route
can be photographed and printed and used for Passage Making or Pilotage.
The cost of this App is about US $50-70 but it covers a huge area of the world. (Different areas may be
selected online). What is particularly useful is that it has a GPS facility for Smart electronic devices such
as iPads with 4G capability.
Navionics has a night screen light level adjustment and can be easily charged using a ships 12v DC supply.
The tablet or phone should however be protected from the elements. Plotters are the future of
navigation on yachts as they are easily updated when in wifi range but can be relied on to give accurate
positions when you are hundreds of nautical miles offshore.
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‘The Basic Functions’
Finger tip navigation is now making our sailing planning and harbor approaches so straight forward.
The navigator can pre-prepare Pilotage plans and Routes before even going on the water. The navigator
can check Weather and Tidal Information at a glance and thus make the skippering of a vessel so much
safer, and with precision night or day.

Features that make Navigation
easy
•

•

•

•

•

•

Another feature that’s available is
getting Tidal Information and
Current information too in Europe
(not in SE Asia).
The Weather Forecast can also
be obtained if you are attached
to wifi or local 4G network
(usually on certain tablets and
wifi’s only).
Finally the best part of the app is
I believe the PRICE. It allows you
to buy powerful Navigation
Software for iPad or Tablets for
about 1/3 the price of a
dedicated Chart Plotter. Some
would argue, with not quite as
much functionality, but ideal for
most Keelboat Skipper owners!
The App also allows the navigator
to find out the height of tide at
any time of the nearest Standard
Port.
The European Navionics Charts
also have Tidal stream
information on them – again with
reference to a nearby Standard
Port.
DON’T FORGET TO PUT YOUR
TABLET IN A WATERPROOF
CASE!

The good navigator will find this software navigation package, to be an invaluable source
of information and this is of course, complemented with an IPad or tablet that can hold a
host of other marine information, vital to good seamanship.
* Thanks to Rafal Kander for providing
the Navionics Graphics for this page
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Navionics Software
Traditional sea charts have now been overtaken by modern chart plotters using
electronic charts.
The pros and cons are summed up below:
Sea Charts are expensive and difficult to store.
They are easily damaged
They are difficult to add amendments to.
They are only one scale.
They need large storage space.
In some areas of the world they can be quite inaccurate

Navionics Major benefits over charts.
•
•
•

•

•

•

You can buy a system like Navionics for
roughly the price of two or three old
charts.
The charts are multi layered and of very
different scales. Zoom in and Pan Out
easily.
Moving from one scale to another is
really simple and vectorised charts can
reveal more or less imagery in layers you
select..
The symbols on the Navionics chart are
almost the same as the symbols on an
old style chart. However the HMO UK
have produced another publication
called the 5012 Electronic Symbols and
Abbreviations to reveal any symbol that
the Navigator is unsure of.
The electronics chart have some very
useful tools. The ERBL (Electronic range
and Bearing line is located on the bottom
screen and is opened by simply touching
it and the drawing the ends to the two
points you want to measure from.
Another Tool is the FIND THE BOAT icon,
bottom left of the screen.

The Navionics system makes navigation so easy!
•

If you want to set a route you go to routes and set MANUAL. This allows you to put your
finger on the screen and locate a series of way points which all connect and which allows
the navigator to form a route. Every leg of the course is set out on a table with bearing
and distance. Its so easy! To activate a route just press GO.
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Weather Forecasting

Select the weather function by tapping lightly once on the screen. The question mark appears and can
then be selected. This takes you to the Tides or Weather facility. Choose the wind option by clicking on
the wind icon. This takes you to the 7 day animated grib file forecast. It shows the wind direction and
strength for this period. This only works if you are connected to the internet via your device.
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Tidal Heights & Streams

Planning ahead - using this app to work out if your journey will be against the tidal stream or
with it? What time is it best to set off, what time will you arrive?
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IALA Buoyage & Pilotage
We can use a Pilotage Plan to safely enter a harbour, day or night.
Each leg can be jotted on a notepad for easy navigation on deck, including the distance
and bearing for each leg.
Include in each leg of your plan:
ü Bearing (Compass)
ü Distance
ü Dangers and Risks
ü Buoys (Colour & Number)

Preferred Channel Marks: On entering an anchorage, port, harbour or bay there may be
more than one route the skipper can take. IALA System A have developed Preferred
Channel Markers to indicate the preferred route into the anchorage.
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IALA Buoyage & Pilotage
Pilotage – Sectored Lights
Sectored lights are used to aid navigation when approaching a channel or harbour. The
light sequence will be shown on the chart, however sectored lights usually consist of a red
section, a white section and a green section.

FL(2)WRG.10
s15m20 M

Pilotage – Clearing Bearings
We can use clearing bearing to help us navigate through narrow channels between
islands or hazards.
To produce clearing bearings we need a prominent point to take two bearing from.

Draw two bearings on the
chart ensuring there are no
dangers between them
Label this bearing not more
than (NMT) and the degrees.

Once you have completed this
proceed to sail up the cannel
ensuring that your bearing to
the lighthouse is between
290° and 320°. Check using
your hand bearing compass.

Label this bearing not
less than (NLT) and
the degrees.

+
+
+

NMT 320°T

NLT 295°T
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IALA Buoyage & Pilotage
Pilotage – Leading Bearings and Leading Marks
Leading Bearings and Leading Marks are used to guide larger ships up the centre of a
channel from the safe water buoy. Leading Bearings will be shown on most charts, and
also in smaller pilotage charts in the Almanac.
During the day Leading marks are large white posts usually with a shape on the top. At
night, these marks show yellow lights with the sequence shown on the chart.

270°

Pilotage – Entering a fairway to a marina or harbour
The keelboat navigator should enter a harbour with care. The IALA lateral system of
buoyage is set for commercial craft -ferries and ships. When entering a harbour the
good navigator has already planned his approach and has made a pilotage plan!
Ideally on Navionics which will give clear directions and bearings from mark to mark. The
navigator wants to enter the fairway close by the starboard marks and ‘buoy hop’, up the
channel.
Following leading marks is a risky business in a busy harbour, as it means travelling up
the middle of the fairway. The IRPCS must be adhered to and small vessels are a menace
to large vessels. Switch on your vhf radio to give yourself a further source of information.

If you see this alignment
you are on the port side
of the channel.

If you see this alignment
you are in the centre of
the channel.

If you see this alignment
you are on the starboard
side of the channel.
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Meteorology
Bareboat skippers should principally have meteorological information about their local
sailing area (coastal sailing). This is mainly the daily forecast, but can also be extended
to a week-long, regional or global forecast.
In general, the skipper would want information on the following:
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q

Wind Strength
Wind Direction
Precipitation
Sea State
Air Pressure
Temperature
Cloud Cover
Seasonal Changes

Weather Forecasts
Weather forecasts are essential in planning a safe passage. They are available from a
variety of sources.
• Internet (Wind Guru,
Weather 4D, GRIB Files)
• Navionics™
• Local Radio
• National Radio (Shipping
forecast)

• Marina Office
• National Meteorological
Office
• INMARSAT
• NAVTEXT

GRIB FILES are the standard data format of the World Meteorological Organization.
They are available to download and contain raw data based on the world’s collected
meteorological information.
The direction of the arrows corresponds
to the direction of the wind.
½ feather = 5kts
1 feather = 10kts
1 ½ feathers = 15kts
2 feathers = 20kts
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Meteorology
Format of Shipping Forecast
Shipping forecasts are issued daily by the UK MET Office and broadcast on Radio 4,
three times a day. They use a specific format and terminology that skippers should
know, and issue their information in the following order:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Gale Warning,
General Synopsis,
Sea Area Forecasts
Weather – Wind – Visibility
Coastal Station Reports

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Wind
Significant Weather
Visibility in miles or meters
Pressure
Tendency

Terms Used in Forecasts
Wind:
Veering Wind: Wind is changing its direction and is moving clockwise from 0º.
Backing Wind: Wind is changing its direction and is moving anticlockwise from 359º.
Cyclonic: Considerable change in wind direction as a depression passes through an area.

Time:
Imminent: Within 6 hours of the time of issue.
Soon: Between 6-12 hours of the time of issue.
Later: More than 12 hours from the time of issue

Visibility:
Good: More than 5 miles.
Moderate: Between 2-5 miles.
Poor: Between ½ mile – 2 miles.
Fog: Less than 1000m.

Sea State:
Smooth: Wave height is less than 0.5m.
Slight: Wave height is between 0.5m – 1.25m.
Moderate: Wave height is between 1.25 – 2.5m.
Rough: Wave height is between 2.5m – 4m.
Very Rough: Wave height is greater than 4m
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Meteorology
Coriolis Effect/Global Wind Patterns

The earth is constantly rotating about its
own axis, completing one revolution in
24 hours. This spinning causes anything
which moves freely over the earths
surface to be deflected to the right of
its path in the northern hemisphere and
to the left in the Southern hemisphere

Synoptic Charts
Synoptic charts are maps overlaid with meteorological information pertaining to air
pressure and fronts. Lines of equal air pressure (isobars) indicate areas of high or low
pressure, whilst red lines indicate warm fronts and blue lines indicate cold fronts.
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Meteorology
Formation of a Depression
Changes in weather are caused by the interaction of cold and hot air masses.

1. When they meet they do not mix. The cold air moves
below the hot air as it is denser.

2. As the cold front advances it undercuts the hot air,
moving it towards the centre of the depression.

3. The cold front moves quicker than the warm front and
will soon develop into an occluded front.

Viewed from above, the development of a front looks like this:
The rotation of the earth causes depressions to develop in a counter-clockwise fashion in
the Northern Hemisphere.
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Meteorology
Types of Cloud
Clouds are formed by the condensation of water in the atmosphere. The height of cloud
determines its shape and its risk of precipitation.

Formation of a Hurricane or Typhoon
Hurricanes or typhoons form during the summer months when the sun heats large areas
of ocean. They tend to form 7º-11º north or south of the equator. Warm, moist air rises
from the ocean (27-29ºc) and is moved by circular winds created by the rotation of the
earth, also known as the Coriolis Effect.
This warm air rises and thunderstorms occur. When winds exceed 39mph, a tropical
storm has developed. When the winds reach 74mph a hurricane or typhoon is born.
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IRPCS
The International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea 1972 (Colregs) are
published by the International Maritime Organisation (the IMO) and set out, among
other things, the "rules of the road" or navigation rules to be followed by ships and
other vessels at sea to prevent collisions between two or more vessels.
This Imray Rules and Signals App is a great source of information and is supplemented
with a further App, Lights and Shapes that gives a student, learning material and short
questions with answers.

Fundamental Rules
• Keep a watch – by all appropriate means (look, listen, radar, AIS)
• No-one has 'right of way'
• One vessel is the give way, the other is the stand on vessel. Both remain
responsible to avoid a collision
• Travel at a safe speed for the conditions
• In a narrow channel keep to starboard (right)
• GIVE WAY vessel must take early and substantial action
• STAND ON vessel must maintain course and speed until it is clear the other
vessel is not taking action and only then take avoiding action

Risk of Collision
When there is deemed to be a risk
of collision
• One vessel is the give way
vessel.
• The other is the stand on
vessel
If there is a CONSTANT BEARING
between the two vessels which are
approaching each other there is a
risk of collision. (Rule 7)
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IRPCS
Sailing Rules
Under Sail – Rule 12
Starboard Tack Rule
Wind on the Starboard side of
the vessel Starboard tack boat is the stand
on vessel.
Port tack boat is the give way
vessel.

Under Sail – Rule 12
Windward Rule
The boat nearest the wind is the
Windward boat.
The boat furthest from the wind
is the Leeward boat.
Leeward boat is the stand on
vessel.
Windward boat is the give way
vessel.

Stand
On

Stand
On

Under Sail or Power
Applies to power or sailing
vessels.
The vessel being overtaken is the
stand on vessel.
The overtaking vessel is the give
way vessel. (Rule 13)

Stand
On

Overtaking is defined as coming
from more than 22.5° abaft the
beam (the angle a stern light
becomes visible).
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IRPCS
Under Power
Vessels meeting at an angle but
not when one is overtaking the
other: give way to vessels on your
Starboard bow. (Rule 15)

Stand
On

Vessels meeting head on – both
turn significantly to Starboard
and pass Port to Port. (Rule 14)

Shapes and Sounds

Rule 27e - Vessel engaged in diving operation
Fog Signal
Efficient sound signal at intervals
not exceeding 2 mins

Rule 25e - Vessel motor sailing
Fog Signal
At Intervals not exceeding 2 mins
§ If making way
(long)
§ If not making way
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IRPCS
Rule 28 - Power driven vessel constrained by draught
Fog Signal
At Intervals not exceeding 2 mins
Long/short/short

Rule 27 - Power driven vessel Restricted ability to manoeuvre
Fog Signal
At Intervals not exceeding 2 mins

Rule 24 - Vessel towing and tow. Length of tow more than 200m
Fog Signal
At Intervals not exceeding 2 mins

§ Towing vessel
§ Towed vessel

Rule 26 - Fishing Vessel gear extending more than 150m horizontally
Fog Signal
At Intervals not exceeding 2 mins
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IRPCS
Rule 27d - Carrying out underwater operations (Restricted ability to manoeuvre)
Fog Signal
At Intervals not exceeding 2 mins

Rule 30 - Vessel at Anchor
Rapid bell at Intervals not exceeding 1 min
If over 100m followed by rapid gong
May also sound MORSE A on whistle

Rule 27 - Vessel not under command
Fog Signal
At Intervals not exceeding 2 mins

Rule 30 - Vessel aground
3 bell strokes + rapid ringing + 3
bell strokes (+ gong if 100m plus)
At Intervals not exceeding 1 min
May also sound Morse R on whistle
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IRPCS
Rule 30 - Vessel engaged in mine clearing operations
Fog Signal
At Intervals not exceeding 2 mins

Lights
Sailing vessels
(Under 20 meters a
combined all-round mast
light can be used)

Power vessel <50m

Power vessel >50m
When seen from forward it
is impossible to distinguish
this from a towing vessel <
50m with tow < 200m

Towing Vessel < 50m (tow
< 200m)
When seen from forward it
is impossible to distinguish
this from a power vessel >
50m (or a power vessel <
50m showing the optional second masthead light)
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IRPCS
Towing Vessel > 50m (tow
< 200m)
When seen from forward
or aft it is impossible to
distinguish this from a
towing vessel < 50m with a
tow > 200m

Towing Vessel < 50m (tow
> 200m)

Fishing Vessel
Memory Aid: "Red Over
White = Fishing At Night"

Trawling Vessel
Memory Aid: "Green Over
White = Trawling At Night"

Vessel engaged in pilotage
duties
Memory Aid: "White over
Red = Pilot Ahead"
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IRPCS
Vessel < 50m At Anchor
Remember, it is impossible
to tell in many cases when
only a single white light is
seen - what this may mean
(stern light? vessel at
anchor? distant vessel
where only the masthead
light is visible over the horizon? etc...)

Vessel > 50m At Anchor

Vessels Not Under Way - Vessel Aground
Since the rule does not
specify exactly where the
two red lights should
appear in relation to the
anchor light they may
appear either above or
below the forward anchor
light.

Vessel Constrained by her
Draft

Vessel engaged in mine
clearance operations
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Electronics
Know Your Systems
The modern yacht is fitted with several sensors and instruments with display units.
The major instruments on a yacht are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

GPS
Depth Sounder
Log
Electronic Compass
Wind Sensor
VHF Radio
Satellite phone
AIS
Radar
Chart Plotter
Auto Pilot

GPS – Global Positioning System
Handheld or mounted GPS devices are a must for any sailing boat today.
They provide reliable position fixing using lat./long. Co-ordinates provided by 27
satellites orbiting the earth.
Waypoints for a route can be entered and distance/bearing from the boat to the
destination are calculated in real-time and displayed on the device.
Depth Sounder
Depth sounders are fitted under the hull or are handheld. They can display the depth in
meters or feet of the sea beneath the hull.
If fitted under the hull, they need to be calibrated to either the bottom of the hull or the
surface of the sea.
The sensor should be regularly cleaned of barnacles.
On a new boat, inquire about the calibration of the sounder to avoid confusion.
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Electronics
Electronic Log
The modern yacht is fitted with low power instruments that record depth and speed.
The Speed/Log records the water track speed. It is wired to the main ship computer and
then to the multi display in the cockpit.
The small wheel can get clogged and it should be carefully checked and be cleaned
weekly.

Electronic Compass
The Electronic Compass display complements the standard magnetic compass but does
not replace it.
It is mostly used in conjunction with the auto-pilot for keeping a bearing based on a
compass course.
It can be calibrated to display True or Magnetic course.

Wind Sensor
Mounted at the top of the mast is the wind sensor that monitors the speed of the wind
and its direction.
The display monitor can display the Apparent Wind or True Wind speed in knots.
In addition the display monitor can display the wind direction.
An auto-pilot can also steer a course based on the wind speed monitored by this device.

Satellite Phone
Satellite phones are becoming more prevalent on boats and are starting to replace
Single Band radios.
Allow for two-way voice and data communication anywhere in the world.
Small form factor and low power consumption.
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Electronics
VHF Radio
Marine radio transmitting and receiving on a radio frequency range between 156.0
and 162.025 MHz
Use Channel 16 to monitor or send distress signals (Mayday and Pan Pan)
Can be mounted with antenna or hand held
Only operates with a radius of about 10-20 NM depending on the height of the
antenna (range is 1.23 times the root of antenna height in feet).

Automatic Identification System (AIS)
AIS stands for Automatic Identification System, the international automated collisionavoidance system.
Commercial ships are required to carry both an AIS transmitter and receiver.
Leisure boats should have an AIS receiver.
AIS receivers will display information about ships in the vicinity and their course/speed
and possibly the risk of collision.

I-Pad/Tablet
These devices can be used to access navigational, pilotage,
weather information all over the world by accessing the
internet or by installing software such as ‘Navionics’.
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Electronics
Radar
Radar allows visibility at night or when there is fog. It shows ships, land and other
objects in the vicinity.
Radars can also detect squalls.
Radars allow for position fixes using bearing and distance to objects and land when
there is no visibility.
Comes with an antenna mounted on the mast and a display unit.

Chartplotter
Chart plotters are multi function devices with built-in digital maps of specific sailing
areas.
In conjunction with GPS, they allow the skipper to set waypoints, routes, keep track of
the ships course.
Chart plotters allow for sailing regions to be zoomed to and display details not
normally found on paper charts.
Small screen size can however hinder danger zones.

Autopilot
The Autopilot is a great addition to a vessels instruments.
The autopilot can steer the boat automatically based on a waypoint, a compass course,
a wind direction.
It comprises a hydraulic arm and an electronic control system.
Autopilot does not replace the helmsman.
Can be used in conjunction with a GPS and a radar when the helmsman needs to rest
and no other crew can steer the boat.
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FIRST AID AT SEA
First Aid Preparation
A good skipper is always prepared. He or another person on the crew should have
some knowledge of first aid. One-day course are available at most good sailing
schools.
Check all safety equipment is in date
Heavy line with life buoy
Fire extinguishers.
Signal flares and other signaling devices with current expiration dates.
Life jacket suitable for each person on board, readily accessible, in good
condition.
MOB equipment and throwable flotation device easily accessible to
helmsperson.
Flashlight and extra batteries.
Horn or sound signaling device.
Bell.
Comprehensive first aid kit
Bailer or manual water pump
Sufficient foul weather gear, warm clothing & safety harnesses for all
crew

First Aid Kit
It is important to have a first aid kit on board every boat. Your first aid kit should
include the following as a minimum: Store in a PELICAN case (waterproof).
Item
Micropore Tape, 2.5cm x 5m
Nin-stick dressings, 10cm x 10cm
Triangular bandage, 90cm x 127cm
Wound dressing, No.8
Antiseptic wipes
Waterproof plaster, (assorted sizes)
Elastoplast Strapping, 7.5cm rolls x 5m
Scissors
Safety pins
Non-sterile examination gloves (pairs)
Steristrips

Quantity
2
10
4
4
10
20
3
1
4
5
1 pack

Item
Scopaderm TTS patches
Stugeron tablets, 15mg
Eye drops
Piriton tablets, 4mg
Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory tablets
Dental kit

Quantity
4
10
1
20
30
1
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FIRST AID AT SEA
In an Emergency
When there is an medical emergency onboard the skipper or navigator can put in a
VHF medical emergency call, Pan Pan (non-life threating) or Mayday (life threating) call
for help on Channel 16.

Hypothermia
Hypothermia is a condition in which exposure to cold air and/or water lowers body core
temperature. The symptoms include shivering, lethargy, stumbling, slurred speech, and
loss of memory. The victim progressively develops a cold pale skin, slow breathing and
a slow weak pulse, leading to collapse and unconsciousness.
1. Your first aim is to prevent further heat loss. Get the casualty out of the sea and
out of the wind.
2. Get the casualty to the warmest spot on board and turn on all the heating. As
soon as possible strip off all wet clothing, if necessary by cutting it off. Do not rub
the skin to dry it, but dab it dry with a towel.
3. If the casualty is conscious get them into warm dry clothing, give them lots of
warm sweet drinks and allow them to rest in a warm sheltered spot. If you have
no other means of providing warmth get close enough to transfer body heat.
4. If the casualty id unconscious take off all their wet clothing and put them in a
sleeping bag. Make sure they are in the recover position and won’t suffocate.
5. If the boat will take time to warm up, get into the sleeping bag with the casualty.
(Wear tight clothing to speed up transfer of heat.)

Head Injuries
Head injuries can be common on boats. It is important to be able to identify the
symptoms of concussion.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Headache or “pressure” in head.
Nausea or vomiting.
Balance problems or dizziness, or double or blurry vision.
Bothered by light or noise.
Feeling sluggish, hazy, foggy, or groggy.
Confusion, or concentration or memory problems.
Just not “feeling right,” or “feeling down”.
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FIRST AID AT SEA
Bleeding
Minor scrapes, cuts and bruising are easily treated.
1. Wear gloves and other barriers to protect yourself and patient from disease
transmission.
2. If necessary control bleeding with direct pressure.
3. Thoroughly was wound with water to remove all dirt and particles.
4. Cover wound with a non-adhesive dressing and bandage securely.
5. Check wound daily for signs of infection.
Serious bleeding requires specialty medical treatment as soon as possible. A Mayday
call should be placed if the casualty is gushing blood. While waiting for medical
treatment the following can be done to try and reduce blood loss.
1. Wear gloves and other barriers to protect yourself and patient from disease
transmission.
2. Place a clean cloth or a sterile dressing over the wound and apply direct
pressure. If a dressing or cloth is not available use a gloved hand.
3. While applying direct pressure on wound, place a pressure bandage over the
sterile dressing.
4. If bandage becomes blood-soaked, place another clean cloth or dressing on top
and bandage in place.
5. Continue to apply direct pressure.
6. Do not remove blood-soaked bandages as blood clots in the dressing help
control bleeding. Add bandages as necessary.

Burns
Minor Burns
1. Wear gloves and other barriers to protect yourself and patient from disease
transmission.
2. Flush or soak burn in cool water for at least 10min. If possible, remove jewelry,
watched belts or constricting items from the area before it beings to swell.
3. Cover area with a sterile (non-fluffy) dressing and bandage loosely.
4. Check burn daily for signs of infection.
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FIRST AID AT SEA
Major burns
A Mayday call should be placed as soon as possible for a Major burn. While waiting
for emergency response the following can be done to help the casualty.
1. Wear gloves and other barriers to protect yourself and patient from disease
transmission.
2. Help the patient lie down but insure the burnt area does not come into contact
with the ground.
3. Douse the burnt area with cold liquid for at least 10 minutes. Continue cooling the
area until pain is relieved.
4. Carefully remove clothing from around the burnt area and remove any
constricting items before swelling begins.
5. Cover burns with a sterile dressing or other non-fluffy material available. Cling
film could also be used if applied lengthways.
6. Continue to monitor the patient until emergency response arrives.
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Vessel Stability
First Principles
•

Buoyancy

•

Centre of gravity

•

Righting force

•

Factors which can cause capsize

Centre of Buoyancy (CB)
Centre of Buoyancy (CB) is the force generated
by the boat as it displaces the water. CB is the
point of concentration of this force. CB changes
with Heel Angle, Trim and Loading.

Centre of Gravity (CG)
Centre of Gravity (CG) is determined by the
structure and weight distribution of the boat.
CG is at it’s greatest when this is low down.

The Righting Lever (GZ)
The Righting Lever (GZ) is the combined force of
CB and CG which return the boat to the upright.
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Vessel Stability
The Righting Moment (RM)
The mass (weight and volume) of the vessel
affects its stability. When the mass is multiplied
by the GZ we get the RM.

Angle of Heel
As the boat heels more, the RM becomes
greater.

Point of Vanishing Stability
RM is zero
BOAT INVERTS!
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Vessel Stability
Righting Moment Curve (Flat Water)

Different Types of Curve
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Vessel Stability
Design Categories
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Vessel Stability
Re-Righting Factors
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Vessel Stability
Factors that can cause capsize
•

Swamping or Flooding

•

Free-Surface Effect

•

Large Breaking Waves

•

CG Moved upwards

•

Resonant Rolling

•

Broaching

Factors that can improve stability - 1
•

Increased Length

•

Heavy Displacement for size

•

High proportion of overall weight as Ballast

•

High Angle of Vanishing Stability

•

High Re-righting factor

•

Good RM at 90 degrees of HEEL

•

Modest beam in relation to length

Factors that can improve stability - 2
•

Good but not excessive freeboard

•

Minimal topside flare

•

Absence of large nearly flat areas of deck

•

Large angle of heel before flooding can occur

•

Increased keel profile area.

•

Absence of Bulwarks
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Vessel Stability
In Rough Weather Do….
•

Close hatches, washboards etc.

•

Pump out bilge regularly

•

Watch out for gusty conditions

•

Avoid being caught beam on to large, breaking waves

•

Be aware of category and capability of your boat

In Rough Weather Don’t….
• Sail in conditions that are outside the capability and category for which
boat was designed
• Deliberately sail through unknown tidal rips, races, overfalls or where the
bottom shoals rapidly.
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Engines
Marine Diesel Engines
Require the following:
• Clean fuel
• An airtight fuel system
• Regular maintenance
A skipper should inspect the engine prior to each departure.
He or she should be able to do minimal maintenance or repairs.
Spare parts and tools should be carried on the boat for the basic service elements of
the engine.
Pre Departure Check List:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Visual inspection of engine for leaks
Fan belts
Oil level in Engine - dipstick markings
Oil level in Gear Box - dipstick markings
Raw sea water strainer
Fresh water reservoir
Engine bed check - for water or oil
Prop shaft and coupling - visual inspection
Fuel filters - water?
Battery voltage
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Engines
Cooling System
A diesel engine may have:
A simple Raw Water (sea water) cooling system or both a Raw Water and Fresh Water
system. It is important to maintain the system to ensure the engine does not overheat.
Always ensure that there is seawater coming out of the exhaust after starting the engine.
Full Loop Cooling System
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Engines
Electrical System
A boat electrical system is composed of several elements:
• Producers of electricity to charge batteries - alternators, solar panels, generators
• Storage media - batteries
• Consumers of electricity - engine, electronics, pumps, windlass

Knowing the basics behind the electrical generating part of your engine is vital for a
Skipper. The combustion engine is used to drive an alternator that produces alternating
current (AC) which is smoothed and rectified by a bridge diode system and converted to
Direct Current (DC). House and Engine batteries may be selected to be charged by a
DC Isolator or DC Battery Control Selector. The alternators output should be rated as
high as possible to ensure fast charging and in this modern age of yachts fitted with
every possible electrical convenience. The ignition system should alarm at start up if the
alternator is not charging.
Solar Panels convert sunlight into a DC voltage which is again regulated and fed as a
trickle source to charge batteries. The regulator restricts the flow of current to batteries
when it senses a specific battery voltage. A competent skipper will always carry a
multimeter to chase up problems in the charging system
A voltage and current smart monitor gives the engineer and skipper immediate
knowledge of the state of the batteries and current charging rate or discharge rate.
Monitoring this is part of the logging process in a well-run vessel.
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Choosing a Marine Battery
Choosing a marine battery that will be right for your boat can be a tough undertaking
today due to the numerous types and wide variety of design duties of batteries on the
marine market.
Two basic types of marine battery perform two distinctly different jobs. A starting
battery is built to crank the starter on your boat’s engine by delivering a high number of
amps in short bursts of 5 to 15 seconds. Once the engine starts the on board alternator
quickly recharges the battery. Marine electrical experts recommend that boat owners
have a dedicated starting battery for each engine. The starting battery should be
independent of other systems requiring electricity. The marine cranking amp (MCA) or
cranking amp (CA) rating on the battery indicates its starting power. Your engine
manual should tell you the recommended MCA/CA for your engine. Get a battery that
meets or exceeds that rating.
A house battery or house battery bank supplies power to all the components and
systems that run on DC electricity on your boat. Deep-cycle batteries are used for house
power. This type of battery is designed to supply a steady flow of power over a long
period of time. The windlass, the bilge pump, the stereo, the trolling motor and the
navigation lights are all powered with the house batteries. These batteries are designed
and constructed to deliver energy for longer periods and are depleted to a greater
degree than starting batteries. They need to be re-charged at a slower rate over a
long period of time to assure a long service life.
The chemistry of Starting and Deep Cycle batteries is different. Starting batteries have
more plate surface area due to a greater number of plates. This allows for the quick
bursts of high energy. Deep-cycle batteries have fewer, but thicker, plates that deliver
energy and recharge at a slower rate.
Dual-purpose batteries are used on smaller powerboats that have room for only one
battery. The dual-purpose serves as both the starting and house battery.
QUIZ
1.
2.
3.
4.

What’s the voltage of a resting fully charged battery?
What is the function of the battery isolator switch?
Why is it a good idea to monitor voltage and current on a battery system?
If when you come to a boat and you look at the batteries they are 11.7 volts
what do you deduce?
5. If you then start the engine, what will the battery terminal voltage read when its
charging these batteries.
6. What voltage will you expect the terminals to read after 30 minutes to an hour?
7. If you then switch the engine off what will you see the voltage drop to?
8. Should you then do something with the isolator switch? Why?
9. When should you check battery levels if you have lead acid batteries?
10. Why are modern batteries considered better? What’s the down side?
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the Keelboat Controls
A keelboat has some sailing controls that can effect quite big differences in sail shape
and make the vessel sail better in light, moderate or strong wind conditions. The
Keelboat Skipper Course introduces the controls to the trainees.
The important controls are Kicker (Vang), Cunningham, Outhaul, Traveller and Outhaul.
The Skipper can use these much like using a driver uses a cars gears to power up or
down the keelboats sails. The table below gives an idea of how to set the controls in
relation to Point of Sail and wind-strength.
Sea
Condition

Wind
Point
Strength of Sail

Kicker Cunningham Backstay Traveller Jib car

Outhaul

Small
Waves
Waves

3 -8
Knots
8-14
Knots
15-20
Knots
3 -8
Knots
8-14
Knots
15-20
Knots
3 -8
Knots
8-14
Knots
15-20
Knots

Just on

None on

None

Centred

Eased

Firmly
on
Full on

Yes
Some on
Full on

Yes
Full on

Slightly
Middle
down
Full down Back

Just on

None on

None

Centred

On

Firm
Firm

Slightly
Middle
down
Full down Back

Eased

On

Yes
Some on
Some on

Just on

None on

None

Centred

Eased

On

Yes
Some on
Some on

Firm

Slightly
Middle
down
Full down Back

Whitecrest
waves
Small
Waves
Waves
Whitecrest
waves
Small
Waves
Waves
Whitecrest
waves

Close
hauled
Close
Hauled
Close
hauled
Beam
Reach
Beam
Reach
Beam
Reach
Broad
Reach
Broad
Reach
Broad
Reach

Firm
or On

Firm

Forward

Forward

Forward

Tight
Very
tight
Eased

Tight

Eased
Tight

The Diagram of the Laser Sail below is a useful guide for the effect of controls on
most keelboats. The Outhaul, Kicker and Cunningham are most used.
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the Keelboat Spinnaker
The Spinnaker is an off-wind sail that makes sailing a lot more exciting. There are
two options on a keelboat. An Assymetric Spinnaker, or a symmetrical Spinnaker.
The Assymetric is controlled like a big Jib for the most part. The Symmetrical is
slightly more complex to handle and requires a bowman to set the spinnaker pole
and lower or raise the jib.
The Symmetrical Spinnaker (Kite)

The Assymetric Spinnaker is set up like this.
The Skipper will be able to direct crew
to set up the sheets, guy, spinnaker pole
and so forth.
The practical session on water will cover
hoisting the sail, dousing the sail, moving
and securing the spinnaker pole and
trimming the kite.
It is expected that the Skipper has had
some knowledge and experience of
using a Spinnaker. If they do not we
highly recommend that the join a
Spinnaker handling course with SIA
prior to the ISSA Keelboat Skippers
Course. Details are on our website

www.yachttraininginasia.com
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Glossary
•

Apparent Wind - The wind felt on a boat (the result of true wind and wind
produced by the boat's own motion).

•

Bear Away – To move the direction of the sailboat away from the wind.

•

Bearing - A compass direction to a point (such as a waypoint ahead).

•

Beat - To sail close to the wind (as noun: point of sail close to the wind).

•

Beam Reach - The point of sail with the wind coming straight across the beam (from
90º).

•

Broad Reach – The downwind point of sail between a beam reach and a run.

•

Chart - A nautical map showing depths, buoys and underwater characteristics.

•

Course - The compass direction in which the boat is being steered.

•

Close Hauled - The point of sail as close to the wind as possible.

•

Dead Reckoning - Navigation and determination of the boat's position based on its
direction, speed, and time.

•

Ease - To let out a mainsheet or jib sheet (when adjusting a sail).

•

Ebb Tide - The outgoing or falling tide (opposite of Flood tide)

•

Fix - The boat's position on a chart determined by taking bearings on two or more
fixed objects (or as determined by a GPS unit).

•

Flood Tide - The incoming or rising tide (opposite of Ebb tide)

•

Gybe (or Jibe) - To turn the boat downwind across the wind, with the sails moving from
one side to the other.

•

Head Up - To turn closer to the wind (see Luff Up).

•

Heading - The compass course being steered.

•

Heel - The sideways tipping of the boat due to the wind's effect.
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Glossary
•

Kill Cord – The safety tether on the stop switch on an engine and the helm’s, wrist or
foot.

•

Knot - A unit of speed (for the boat or the wind) equal to one nautical mile per hour; a
nautical mile is 1.15 miles.

•

Lee (or Leeward) - A directional term referring to downwind, such as the lee/leeward
side of the boat.

•

Leg - A (usually straight) section of a boat's overall course (in a race or when sailing to
a particular destination).

•

Luffing - A shaking or flapping of the front edge of a sail (the luff) when the sail is let
out too far for the course being steered or point of sail.

•

Luff Up – To move the direction of the sailboat towards the wind (see Head Up).

•

Make Fast - To secure (such as tying off a line).

•

Nautical Mile - See Knot.

•

Offshore - Direction of wind from land towards the water.

•

Onshore - Direction of wind from the water toward the land.

•

Painter – A rope tied to a dinghy or speedboat to secure it to other boats, moorings or
pontoons.

•

Pinching - Sailing too close to the wind when close-hauled.

•

Plane - The boat lifts and sails fast over the surface of the water.

•

Plot - On a nautical (paper or electronic) chart, to draw in the boat's position and
course.

•

Point of Sail - The direction the boat is pointing relative to wind direction.

•

Reach - A course sailed across the wind, such as a beam reach.
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Glossary
•

Route - A term used in chart plotters designating a planned course through a series of
waypoints.

•

Rules of the Road - Navigation laws specifying which boat must give way to another
to prevent collision or accident.

Glossary
•

Run - The point of sail directly downwind with the wind astern.

•

Tack - To turn the boat upwind and across the wind, with the sails moving from one side
to the other.

•

Tender - A dinghy used with a larger boat.

•

Training Run – This is a Point of Sail between a Broad Reach and a Dead Run. This is
when a gybe takes place!

•

Trim - In general, to adjust the angle of a sail for greatest efficiency; more
specifically, to pull in on the sheet (trim in vs. let out).

•

True - With directions, true north is straight up on the chart, as opposed to magnetic
north.

•

True wind - The direction and strength of the wind not relative to the boat's motion, as
opposed to Apparent Wind.

•

Waypoint - A point marked on a nautical chart (paper or electronic) to assist with
navigation (such as when plotting a route through a channel).

•

Windward – As opposed to the lee/leeward side, windward refers to the side closest
to the wind.
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Appendix
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Topics checklist
Theoretical Topics

Practical Topics

Taking over a vessel

Vessel Check-out

Meteorology

Responsibilities of Captain/Skipper
Seamanship

Pilotage and passage planning

Vessel Handling

Vessel handling

Engines

Tides and Currents Theory

MOB

Chartwork

Marine Electrics and Electronics

Collision Regulations

Modern Navigation Techniques

This is to certify that the student,
topics and has achieved the level of Yachtmaster Offshore.
Instructor

has an understanding of the above
Date
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Sail in asia
Name _________________________________ Student Number ____________________ E mail Address. ______________________________

Date

Yacht Name /
Type

Day activity /
Role

Weather
Conditions

Brief Details, Including
Crew Position And / Duties

New skills
learned

Skippers/ Owners
Signature
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